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ABSTRACT

The "slave boson" technique is applied for studying

the superconductivity of the system of strongly

correlated electrons with the Hubbard Hamiltonian. On the

basis of the equations of the Green functions for the new

boson and fermion operators we derive the dynamical

equations determining the order parameters of the given

HV"B model.
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The RVB theory of Anderson /1/ is a very promising

model for high-Tc superconductivity of the systems of

strongly correlated electrons with th« Hubbard Hamiltonian.

Due to the strong on-slte repulsion of electrons the

physical states containing doubly occupied sites belong

to very high energy bands. Therefore in studying low

energy phenomena it is reaonable to consider only non-

doubly occupying electrons and their effective interaction.

However, non-doubly occupying electrons are described by

quasifermion operators which do not satisfy the canonical

anticommutation relations, and the well known reasonings

of the BCS theory of superconductivity cannot be applied

immediately. To derive the dynamical equations of the

superconductivity in the given system of strongly correlated

electrons it is necessary to assume some simplifying

approximations. For example, Baskaran, Zou and Anderson /2/

have replaced the product of two quasifermion operators at

nearest-neighbour sites by the product of two fermion

operators multiplied with some constant characterizing

the mobile carrier concentration. Recently^Zou and Anderson

/3/ have proposed to apply the "slave boson" technique /4/

to the RYB theory of high-Tc superconductivity. Following

main ideas of Zou and Anderson and using the Green function

method, in this work we establish the equations for

the physical parameters of the given superconducting

system of strongly correlated electrons. They are similar

to (but not identical with) the BZA equations /2/ and may
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be called improved BZA equations. We use the notations of

Ref, /3/ and suppose that the lattice is two-dimensional and

square.

In the simplest RVB model of high-Tc superconductivity

one assumes the original Hubbard Hamiltonian

(1)

where £. is the energy of the singly occupying electron.

According to the "slave boson" technique we decompose the

fermion operators in the following form*.

'*-<r

-(40
(2)

Note that the operator equation

. .s- =- 3. (3)

derived from the canonical anticommutation relation for C '

would contradict the canonical (anti) commutation relations

for the boson operators e.,, d., and the fermion ones S-,- :

(4)

Therefore instead of operator equation (3) we impose the

corresponding constraint on the physical state vectors <E •
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In the limit of the very strong repulsion it ia

enough to consider only non-doubly occupying electrons

and impose another approximate constraint on the physical

ntate vectors

In order to exclude the real transitions from the lowest

energy band to the higher ones in the first order of the

hopping constant t we Use the Schriffer-Wolff transformation

H —f H.^£ = -e He ^

a
In the approximation corresponding to the constraint (6)

we obtain following effective Hamiltonian

(8)

J

a
It is straightforward to derive the field equations for

the Heisenberg field operators eAz) and S^ (c) •

Denote y ) o the ground state of the system and

introduce Green functions

(9)

and their Fourier transforms

Using the field equations and assuming the approximate

substitutions of the form

/

as well as the Ansatz

we obtain following equations

^ (f'
•/") )••=

(13)

Here N denotes the number of sites in the crystal,

YV -

6 (14)
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a being the lattice constant of the given square lattice

for any pair of nearest-neighbour sites i and j.

From Bqs. (11) and (12) for the Green functions and

the definitions (15) for (\ and TC , we can derive two
o

dynamical equations for theee order parameters

(16)

T F(f) ZT

On the other hand, the constraints (5) and (6) give

f F(f

w- ± -

(19)

(20)
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f (p) being the Bose partition function

= UT
(21)

Equations (16), (17) and (19) are similar to (but not

identical with) the corresponding equations of BZA. Prom

Eq. (13) and the definition (15) for Ju we have also

ThThus, by means of the "slave boson" technique we

have rederived the improved BZA equations in a

consistent manner.
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